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 ‘Korea Drone∙UAM EXPO 2023’ to Showcase  

Highlights of Korea's Drone Powerhouse 

 

 

Released Date: 5 April 2023 

Department in Charge: Advanced Aviation Division, MOLIT 

Contact: Annie KIM / Global Media Communicator, MOLIT / audiis2@korea.kr / +82 44 201 3056 

 

 

- From FIDA (Federation International DroneSoccer Association) World 

Championship and FAI (World Air Sports Federation) Korea Drone Racing World Cup 

to drone experience pavilions, there will be more to see for 4 days from the 17th of next 

month 

- Drone Companies FAM tour and investment briefing sessions by inviting overseas 

personages 

- Announcement of K-Drone Delivery System at ‘Drone Transportation & Delivery 

Global Symposium 2023’ 

- Korea’s largest nighttime drone performance showcasing the future K-Drone 

transportation system 

 

The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport (MOLIT, Minister WON Hee-ryong) 

and Incheon Metropolitan City (Mayor YOO Jeong-bok) announced that they will 

jointly hold the 4th ‘Korea Drone∙UAM EXPO 2023’ * at Incheon Songdo Convensia 

for 4 days from 17-20 May. 
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 * After MOLIT was determined to be the lead ministry for drones, the 1st (KINTEX in 2019), 

2nd (Yeouido Park in 2021), and 3rd (Gocheok Sky Dome in 2022) were held to foster the 

drone industry and promote it to the public while exhibiting and publicizing all fields of drones 

such as leisure sports and drone performances as well as production and utilization fields. 

 

Exhibitions, conferences, and various events will be promoted by the main organizers, 

including Korea Institute of Aviation Safety Technology (President LEE Dae-sung), 

Korea Transportation Safety Authority (President KWON Yong-bok), and Korea Drone 

Business Association (Chairman LEE Jong-kyung). 

Under the theme of ‘New Daily Life Changed by Drone∙UAM, Drone Transportation 

& Delivery, and Leisure Sports!’, this EXPO is going to diversely showcase the high 

technology of Korean drone industry and the powerhouse of drone leisure sports to 

domestic and overseas audiences. 

A Specialized exhibition hall that collects and exhibits drone operation fields for the 

purpose of overseas export will be installed, and a Korea drone infrastructure hall and 

policy hall, a drone/UAM company exhibition hall, along with local governments and 

public institution utilization hall are going to be built. 

In addition, FIDA World Championship 2023 and FAI Korea Drone Racing World Cup 

2023 will be held with various drone experience halls operated, and performances and 

light shows with drones will be played. 

 

The main schedule of the EXPO is as follows. 

(1) Korea Drone Company Global FAM Tour 2023 (18 May) 

(2) Drone Transportation & Delivery Global Symposium 2023 (17 May) 
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(3) FIDA (Federation International DroneSoccer Association) World Championship 

2023 (17∼20 May) 

(4) FAI (World Air Sports Federation) Korea Drone Racing World Cup 2023 (17∼20 

May) 

(5) Korea Drone Performance Incheon Festival 2023 (19:00 pm, 17 May) 

 

MOLIT Director General for Aviation Policy KIM Young-guk said, “The Korea Drone 

∙UAM EXPO 2023 will promote overseas expansion of our excellent drone and UAM 

companies and the internationally grown drone leisure sports industry, and will show 

that drones are growing into a new cutting-edge culture for people around the world to 

enjoy.” 

 

Director General of the Maritime Affairs and Aviation Bureau, Incheon Metropolitan 

City, YOON Hyeon-mo expressed, "I hope that many people would come to the EXPO 

to gauge the high-tech future society that is changing to drones & UAM and join us in 

the middle of the drone performances and festivals." 

 

For more details such as participation in the exhibition, advanced application for touring, 

conference, as well as drone festival information, etc. are provided on the official 

website of ‘Korea Drone∙UAM EXPO 2023’ (http://droneuamexpo.kr). 
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Ref.  5 Official Posters of Korea Drone∙UAM EXPO 2023 
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